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This project addresses a need to provide workshopsfor teachers which
 
will provide them with the meansofincluding environmentaleducation
 
in the curriculum oftheir students. Afacilitator's handbook was created
 
to guide the training of presenters of National WildUfe Federation's
 
NatureScope series. Thishandbookincludesseparate workshop agendas
 
for six issues of NatureScope.These workshops were designed to prepare
 
teachers to use NatureScope activities with their students to enablethem
 
to understand importantenvironmentalconcepts.It is organized so that
 
workshop attendees may,in turn,also becomefacilitators of
 
environmentaleducation. The workshops promote active learning to
 
encourage creativity,cmiosity,and collaborative learning. The activities
 




GradeTwelve and NatureScope.Project WILD.Project WILD Aquatic and
 
Project LearningTree arefeatmed. Lists of appropriate children's
 
literature are provided.Limited field testing of four ofthe six suggested
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Throughoutthe 1990's and into the next century weface extremely
 
complex,challengmg environmental problems-from the accelerating loss
 
ofEarth's species to the possibility of drasticchangesin globalclimate
 
patterns. To address these issues,our children need to be equipped with
 
the knowledge,skiUs,motivation and commitmentto help solve existing
 
environmentalproblemsand preventfuture ones. Environmental
 
education provides the informationand experiences students require to
 
enable them become environmentally literate citizens taking an active role
 
in protecting our environment.
 
There is a great need to provide educators with educational
 
resources to enable their students to meetthese demanding environmental
 
issues. Workshops have been widely used to shareinformation with
 
educators. Thus the main goalofthis project wasthe developmentofa
 
handbookfor workshop presenters,to be used asa guidein training
 
presenters ofthe NatureScope series.
 
NatureScope is an environmentaleducationalcurriculum activity
 
series developed by the National Wildlife Federation. Nineteen different
 
issues of NatureScope have been developed. These issues were designed
 
to assist Kindergarten through eighth grade educatorsmincorporating
 
science and environmentaleducation into their teaching. NatureScope
 
provides educators witha comprehensive,flexible teaching"kit"ona
 
specific topic. The background information explains environmental
 
concepts and issuesin an easy-to-imderstand and lively style.
 
The activities assist students in understandingimportantenvironmental
 
concepts,while engaging themin active learning thatencourages
 
creativity,curiosity,and collaborative learning. Each activity can be used
 
independently or as part ofa larger unit. In addition,the activities are
 
interdisciplinary,tying science and environmenteducation to social
 
science,language arts,and other subject areas.
 
The handbook wasdeveloped for presentation ofteacher training
 
workshopson NatureScope. Itfocuses onsix specific issues of
 




I,"'Trees Are Terrific!"and "Birds,Birds,Bird!" The issues chosen were
 
based ona nationalsurvey by state coordinators of Project WILD.Project
 
WILD Aquatic and ProjectLearningTree. The state coordinators believed
 
thatthe six selected NatureScopeissues could correlate mosteffectively
 




Project WILD is aninterdiscipUnary,supplementary environmental
 
and conservation education program emphasizing wildlife. Project WILD
 
Aquatic is supplementalto Project WILD,providing educational materials
 
thatinvite exploration and understanding ofthefascinating worlds of
 
water and the aquatic habitats they support. ProjectLearningTree is an
 
environmentaleducation program emphasizingthe deyelopmentof
 
awareness,knowledgeand skills related to the understanding offorests as
 
sustainable resourceson a finite planet.
 
We believe thatthrough the use ofthis handbook,facilitators can
 




In preparationfor the production ofthe NatureScope Workshop
 
Handbookfor Facilitators a variety ofliterature has been researched in
 
support of this project. It wasfirst necessary tofind literature references
 
that defined environmentaleducation to establish thescope and bounds of
 
this work. Other aspects ofthe literature review concerned barriers to
 
environmental education,characteristics ofgood workshops,emphasis of
 




The goalofenvironmentaleducation is to help students become
 
environmentally aware,knowledgeable,skilled,dedicated citizens with
 
an understanding of nature,culture,people and ideas thatlead to positive
 
attitudes aboutthe environment. Thatis,citizens who are willing to work
 
toward achieving and maintaining a dynamicequilibrium betweenthe
 




"If environmentalissues are to become anintegral part of
 




Studentsneed to be givenan opportunity to "construct" their own
 
meaning to develop asense ofownership and empowermentthatfully
 




It has been accepted that public schoolsshould beinstrumentalin
 
accomplishing the goals ofenvironmentaleducation(Ham &Sewing,
 
1987). However,there are barriers whichinhibit teachersfrom
 
implementing environmentaleducation curricula. Logistical barriers
 
exist,such aslack of usable curriculum with specific environmental
 
objectives and goals. Another educational barrierstemsfrom teachers'
 




The goalofenvironmental workshopsshould be to eliminate or
 
reduce known barriers(Ham &Sewing,1987). Todo this,the
 
characteristics ofagood workshop should include:
 
1)Be designed to attract teachersfrom all backgrounds.
 
2)Deal with environmentaleducationin all areas ofthe curriculum,
 
stressing method as wellas content,
 




4)Provide a holistic view ofenvironmentaleducation by
 
stressing cognitive and effective elements.
 
5)Provide opportunities to explore a variety ofinstructional
 
materials appropriate to all gradelevels.
 
6)	Be motivational,especially to nonscience teachers,so as to
 




Programsshould encourage active learning on the partof
 
students,in which they engagein hands-onscience activities40 percent of
 
the science teaching time (Science Frameworkfor California Public
 
School.Kindergarten through GradeTwelve.1990). ^
 
Thisframework contains a constructivist educationalapproach.
 
Constructivism theory emphasizes theimportance ofthe learner's active
 
construction ofknowledge and the interplay between new knowledge and
 
the learner's prior knowledge. Proponents pointoutthatdiscovery and
 
exploration,which takes place as students construct meaning,is not
 
random;teachers musthave overall curriculum goals,key principles,and
 
conceptsin mind whichthey wantstudents to understand(O'Neil,1992).
 
Science should be used to enhance reading,mathematics and the
 
arts(Science Frameworkfor California PublicSchool.Kindergarten
 
through GradeTwelve.1990). Theframework also saysthat the use of
 




It has beenfound thatcarefulselection ofliterature,in addition to
 
helping students to better understand science concepts,can stimulate
 
interestin the environment. Using children'sliterature is one ofthe best
 




Research hasfound that the use of NatureScope onaregular basis,
 
and at regular intervals,may be very effectivein teaching environmental
 
awarenessand knowledge as wellas evoke a desire in students to take
 
positive action(Armstrong&Impara,1991). Armstrong and Impara
 
studied the effects of NatureScope when used in the classroom.
 
Participant's knowledge and attitudes concerning the environment were
 
the specific research questions addressed. The issues used in thestudy
 
were;"Let's Hear It For Herps,""Discovering Deserts,""Wild About
 
Weather,"and"Endangered Species:Wild and Rare." NatureScope was
 
used in the fifth and seventh grade classroomsforfour to eight weeks.
 
After exposure to NatureScope.the students exhibited new positive
 















The primary objective ofthis project wasthe developmentof the
 
NatureScope WorkshopHandbookfor Facihtators. This handbook
 
includes acomprehensive guidefor facilitators on how to organize and
 
presenta workshop utilizing NatureScope materials. Also included are
 
agendasfor six issues of NatureScope.a list ofrelated children's literature,
 
and correlations ofScience Frameworkfor California PublicSchools,
 
KindergartenThrough GradeTwelve with NatureScope,Project WILD,
 
Project WILD Aquatic,and Project LearningTree.
 
Asecondary objective wasthe field testing offour ofthe six
 




A facilitator's handbook guide was developed for workshop
 
presentation,based on the use of NatureScope.for educators of grades
 
kindergarten through eighth. NatureScope issues werechosen based ona
 
nationalsurvey by state coordinators of Project WILD. Project WILD
 
Aquatic and Project LearningTree.The state coordinators beUeved that
 
the six issues selected could correlate mosteffectively withProject WILD.
 
Project Wild Aquatic and Project LearningTree guides.This handbook
 
wasreviewed by Dr.GarySan JuHan,National Wildlife Federation;
 
Josetta Hawthorne and Rudolph Schafer,Western Regional
 
EnvironmentalEducation Council;and Dr.Gary Negin and Dr.Darleen K.
 
Stoner,professors at California State University,San Bernardino. Their
 
suggestions wereincorporated into the completed handbook.
 
Oneand two hour workshopformats were designed to present
 
informationaland hands-on activities from issues ofthe NatureScope
 
series. A sample workshop agendafor six issues wasdeveloped. The
 
agendaformat allows facilitators,in a short period oftime,to model
 
several activity-based lessons. Background informationon the topics of
 
six NatureScope issues were compiled,thus allowing facilitators to share
 
factualinformation with workshop participants. Correlations ofthe
 
Science Frameworkfor California PublicSchools.KindergartenThrough
 
Grade Twelve(1990)with the six selected NatureScope issues. Project
 
WILD.Project WILD Aquatic and Project LearningTree were compiled.
 
These correlations provide an organized way for activities to be selected
 
10 
that contribute toward students understanding ofa specific science
 
concept. A list ofrelated children's literature wasdone. Out-of-door
 
activitiesfrom NatureScope were identified for teacher utilization;an
 




Workshops werefield tested at the Inland Empire Environmental
 
Expo at California State University,San Bernardino,April25,1992. Four
 
one hour workshopsfor teachers were presented on the NatureScope
 








All workshops provided hands-oninstruction and handouts
 
detailing the activities. The materials needed by the participantsfor the
 
activities were prepared and placed inindividualsets prior to the
 
workshop. NatureScope issues were available for optional purchase by
 
participants atthe workshop. A participant surveyform was provided for
 





Anenvironmentaleducation facilitators handbook wasdeveloped,
 
utilizing six specific issues ofthe National WildHfe Federation's
 
NatureScope series. Commentsreceivedfrom the reviewers were
 
incorporated into the final version ofthe handbook.
 
Four ofthe workshop agendassuggested in the handbook were
 
field tested. Each participantin the workshops(presented at theInland
 
Empire EnvironmentalExpo on April25,1992,California State University,
 
San Bernardino) wasasked to evaluate the workshopinseveralareas.
 
Thesurvey questions evaluated the usefulness ofthe activities and the
 
correlations,the quality of presentation,and whether the participant felt
 
that thelength ofthe workshop provided enough exposure to
 
NatureScope to enablethem to use itin the classroom. The evaluation
 
results were tallied and summarized on the Workshop Evaluation
 
Summary sheets(see Appendix 2). Since similar results were obtained for
 




Usefulness ofactivities and usefulness of correlations were rated on
 
a scale ofone to five,with five representing the highest rating. The
 
evaluations resulted in generally positive commentsaboutthe activities
 
and correlations presented. Based on the completed evaluations ofall of
 





1) When responding to the usefulness of activities, 46rated a five,
 
26 rated afourand 11 rated a three. There were no ratings below a
 
three. Six did notrespond to this question.
 
2) Whenresponding to the usefulness of correlations,44rated a
 
five;27rated a four;and nine rated a three. There were no ratings
 
below a three. Fourteen did notrespond to this question.
 
3) When the participants were asked to compare this workshop
 
with other workshopsthey had attended,17rated it one ofthe best
 
they had ever attended;41 rated it betterthan average;23rated it
 
average. Noneofthe participants rated it below average. Eight
 
participants did notrespond to this question.
 
4) Eighty-five out ofthe89surveyed participantsin the workshop
 
felt they would be comfortable using NatureScope in the classroom
 
after attending the workshop.
 
5) Four out of89stated they would prefer to have more workshop
 
time to further explore the NatureScope issue being presented.
 
Inthe opinion ofthe facilitators,the availability and use ofthe
 
handbook washighly valuable to the preparation and orderly
 





A useful toolfor furthering the training ofeducators to teach
 
environmentaleducation has b^en developed,based on National WildHfe
 
Federation's NatureScope series. With the major objective ofthis project,
 
the developmentofa facilitator's handbooknow completed,itis felt that
 
this handbook has the potentialto encourage exponentialgrowthin the
 
implementation ofenvironmentaleducation curricula and activities,
 
grades Kindergarten -eighth. This potentialis due to the use ofthe
 
conceptoftraining workshop facilitators who,in turn,are enabled to pass
 
on their newly acquired skills and knowledge to many more educators.
 
The material produced has been successfully tested infour
 
workshops. The strong appealand need for these workshops were
 
evidenced in the expansion ofthe size ofthe workshops. From an initial
 
limit oftwenty-five participants in each workshop,demand expanded the
 
number wishing to attend to forty. This appealand attendance support
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This handbook was produced as a master's project in environmental
 
education by Sotera Madison and Wendy Nesin with the direction of Dr.
 




For advice and suggestions,special thanks are given to Dr.Gary San
 
Julian, National Wildlife Federation; and Josetta Hawthorne and Rudolph
 
Schafer, Western Regional Environmental Education Council; and Dr. Gary
 





NatureScope is a activity series developed by National Wildlife
 
Federation to assist K-8 educators in incorporating science and
 
environmental education into their teaching. Each of the 19 NatureScope
 
issues focuses as on a particular topic,such as endangered species/tropical
 
rain forests, mammals or wetlands, and provides background information,
 
hands-on activities, ready-to-copy activity sheets,glossary,and bibliography.
 
Mostinclude a craft section with art and craft ideas relating to the topic.
 
All of the material in NatureScope was reviewed by scientific and
 
educational experts, and all of the activities have been student-tested. In
 
addition,each is designed in a creative, easy-to-use format.
 
The NatureScope Approach to Education
 
NatureScope provides educators with a comprehensive,flexible
 
teaching "kit" on a specific topic. The backgrotmd information explains
 
environmental concepts and issues in an easy-to-understand and lively style.
 
The activities help students understand important environmental concepts,
 
while engaging them in active learning that encourages creativity, curiosity,
 
and collaborative learning. Each activity can be used independently or as part
 
of a larger unit.
 
More specifically, the activities are based on a three-pronged approach
 
to teaching environmental education.They stress knowledge and awareness
 
in all disciplines;skills,such as problem solving, analyzing,and creative
 
writing;and the development of an environmental ethic, which enables
 
responsible behavior. In addition, the activities are interdisciplinary, tying
 




Why We Need NatureScope
 
Throughout the 1990's and into the next century,our children will face
 
extremely complex and challenging environmental problems - from the
 
accelerating loss of the Earth's species to the possibility of drastic changes in
 
global climate patterns. To address these issues,our children need to be
 
equipped with the skills, knowledge, motivation, and commitment to help
 
solve existing environmental problems and prevent new ones.
 
Environmental education provides the information and experiences that
 
students need to help them become environmentally literate citizens who
 





National Wildlife Federation created the award winning collection of
 
NatureScope issues. Originally between 1984 and 1990 NatureScope was
 
available through a subscription basis; the issues are now available for
 
purchase individually or as a set. The environmental education series
 






















*Geology: The Active Earth
 
*Endangered Species: Wild and Rare
 






*Rain Forests: Tropical Treasures
 




Research Supporting the Effectiveness of NatureScope
 
Research has shown that the use of NatureScope has many potentially
 




Armstrong and Impara concluded in their study done with a group of
 
students, grades Kindergarten-seven,that the students gained knowledge
 
about and improved attitudes towards the environment. NatureScope was
 
used in classrooms for four to eight weeks with pretest and a posttest given.
 
During the study teachers used four different NatureScope issues:"Let's Hear
 
It For Herps," "Discovering Deserts," "Wild About Weather," and
 
"Endangered Species: Wild and Rare."
 
Source: Armstrong,J. &Impara,J.(1991,Summer). The impact of an
 







A NatureScope workshop has three main goals:
 
*Introduce educators to the materials and philosophy of NatureScope.
 
*present teaching strategies and activities that will help students become
 
aware of their presence in the environment and develop knowledge,
 
skills, and environmental ethics.
 




The workshop will enable the participants, with little science background,to
 
successfully incorporate environmental education into their curriculum
 




This handbook is intended to be used asa step-by-step guide for
 
planning and conducting your workshop. In the handbook,six specific
 
NatureScope issues have been fully developed as workshops. However,all of
 




The length of your workshop will depend on the number of
 
NatureScope issues you will be presenting. The approximate length of an
 
introductory workshop for each issue is one hoilr.
 
Questions to Ask Yourself When Planning Your Workshop
 
Address the following questions when preparing your workshop:
 
*Who is the audience? What are their needs?
 
*What are the goals of this workshop?
 
*When is the most appropriate date and time to conduct this workshop
 
considering the audience and workshop goals? Does this date conflict
 
with other conferences and workshops in the area?
 
*Where should the workshop be conducted? How many people can be
 












*If used in conjunction with Project Learning Tree or Project WILD or
 
Project WILD Aquatic workshop, which activities from NatureScope
 





When developing a flyer here are some suggestions;
 
* A brief summary about NatureScope
 
*The goals of the workshop and key concepts to be covered
 
* Who will be conducting the workshop
 










It will be helpful if you know in advance the number of people who
 
will be attending your workshop. When appropriate, you may include a tear-

off registration form at the bottom of your flyer that has space for the
 
participant's name,address, home and work phone numbers,and grade level
 






Good workshops require careful thought and consideration. It is
 




Consider the following questions:
 
* Why are the participants attending this workshop?
 
* What can I do to make it a positive experience for them?
 
* Based on the needs of the participants and the desired outcomes, what
 




When planning your agenda,take into account the number of
 




Sample agendas for workshops on six NatureScope issues have been
 
provided in this handbook,ranging from a one issue to a two issue
 
workshop. You may use these agendas as guides when developing your own
 
workshop. All workshops should include the definition, philosophy and
 
history of NatureScope.a chance for participants to experience two activities
 





Within this handbook,activities are suggested which can be presented
 
successfully at workshops(see Appendixes A-F). However,if you find other
 
activities which are exciting to you,use them. Your enthusiasm will be
 
contagious. Be sure to include activities which involve a variety of learning
 
strategies and are cross-curricular. Remember your audience and address
 
their needs,including grade-appropriate activities for their students.
 
For your workshop make sure you select activities that you have done
 
yourself with students. Trying out an activity will help you in several ways:
 
you will know first-hand how the activity works;you may develop
 
interesting extensions or variations or locate valuable resource inaterials you
 




Give participants an opportunity to engage in action-oriented activities,
 
as well as a chance to sit periodically during other activities. Use activities
 
that involve a variety of learning strategies.
 
Planning for Food and Beverages
 
Snacks and beverages will help participants feel comfortable and
 
welcome. A one hour workshop will not allow for a snack time;however,
 




* How will beverages or refreshments be provided for workshop
 
participants? Will these be taken care of by the sponsoring
 
organization or the facilitator?
 




Trees Are Terrific- "Eat a Leaf," page 12and "Tree Treats," page66
 




Well before the workshop date, carefully plan what materials and
 




You will need the following equipment and supplies:
 

















* For each participant(when participants do not have their own
 
NatureScope issue), copies of table of contents, activities to be done,
 




Think about any visuals you will need,such as flip charts or overhead
 
transparencies(see Appendix I), and prepare them before the workshop.
 






The following are some suggestions for ways to present the sample
 
agenda. Use the suggestions if they work for you or design your own ways of
 
presenting the various workshop elements.
 
Definition ofa Good Workshop Facilitator
 






* Smiling a lot
 
* Engaging in eye contact with participants
 






* Using gestures, body language,and movement to convey meaning
 




* Conveying key concepts, but not overwhelming participants
 
Encouraging feedback from workshop participants
 
Source: Project WILD Workshop Handbook for Facilitators. California
 




Welcome the participants. Introduce yourself and other presenters.
 
Give a brief overview of the agenda,which should be clearly posted.
 
Participants feel more comfortable if they know what to expect.
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Getting Acquainted(optional for1 hour workshop)
 
If you are presenting a two hour workshop this is the appropriate time
 
to include an icebreaker or, at a minimum,allow participants to introduce
 




If you would prefer a more interactive icebreaker, you could have each
 
collaborative group develop a name for their table area which is related to the
 
workshop issue. Each group should be provided with supplies to make a
 
table sign for their chosen group name. One person from each group could
 




Now is the appropriate time to use the overhead transparencies or flip
 
chart to better acquaint the participants with NatureScope's definition,
 




If participants do not have a copy of NatureScope.provide them with a
 
copy of the table of contents and any activities which you will be presenting
 
that day which may include a"copy cat" page. Guide participants through the
 
table of contents. Point out how the activities are arranged to begin with
 
teaching major characteristics and then move onto skills and environmental
 
ethics. Next review the layout of the individual activities. Mention
 
objectives, age appropriateness, materials,and subjects.
 
Background Information on Issue
 
Provide factual information relevant to understanding the
 
NatureScope issue being presented in the workshop. Background
 




Activities that ensure success are suggested in the sample agendas. If
 
you select your own,be sure they provide hands-on experiences.
 
When presenting NatureScope activities, engage the participants as
 
learners first, then give them opportunities to reflect on the activities from
 







If appropriate, provide each participant with a copy of the correlations
 
of science concept que^ions.Project WILD.Project WILD Aquatic.Project
 
Learning Tree and NattireScope. The correlations enable teachers to select
 
activities which contrilgite to student understanding of a science concept.
 
Selection of activities should not be done at random. Through discovery and
 
exploration students cpnstruct their understanding of science concepts. The
 
1990 Science Framework for California Public Schools. Kindergarten Through
 
Twelve Grade,was the source of the science concept questions.
 
Also provide eafeh participant with a list of children's literature which
 
is provided in this handbook(see Appendixes A-F). Utilizing appropriate
 
literature,in addition tp enabling students to better understand the science
 
concepts, can develop their environmental attitudes.
 
A table could be set up which allows for viewing copies of related
 




Each participantshould complete a participant survey form at the end
 
of the workshop(see Appendix H). You might also allow time for verbal
 








Allow yourself at least60 to 90 minutes to set up the workshop space.
 
By setting everything upin advance, you will be more at ease.
 
If you are not alroady familiar with the workshop site, locate restroomS,
 




Remember,the arrangement of tables and chairs can help or hinder
 




Set up the materials you will be using so they will be easily accessible
 
when needed. You might want to establish one table as your"home base" and
 
place on it the items yoq will need during the workshop.
 
Post the workshop agenda where everyone can see it or have copies
 
available on the sign-in table for each participant.
 
It is advisable toset up a separate table where workshop participants
 
can browse through display materials such as children's literature,sample
 
student projects for specific NatureScope activities,issues of NatureScope not
 
being presented,and otlier teacher resources,including Project WILD.Project
 
WILD Aquatic,and Project Learning Tree.
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Begin the workshop on time to be fair to those who come on time.
 
Throughout the workshop,keep in mind the characteristics of a good
 
facilitator. Be sure to reserve time at the end of the workshop for participants
 
to fill out the Participant Survey Form(see Appendix H).
 




Out-of-door activities expose students to new educational experiences.
 
By using the school grounds effectively, teachers and students can learn about
 
all the natural forces as they relate to their situation. School grounds are
 
almost always reflectors of the neighborhood in which they are located. In
 
using out-of-door activities an opportunity is provided to bridge the gap
 
between abstractideas and the real world,thereby making learning
 
meaningful. Appendix J provides a compilation of out-of-door activities and
 




NatureScope may be used as part of an educational program for at-risk
 
students. It is well know that standard instructional patterns have not
 
worked for at-risk students. These students are often deficient in basic skills
 
and find school boring and intimidating. One of the potential contributors to
 
the solution of the dropout problem is the infusion of environmental
 
education into the curriculum. Intrinsically, environmental education offers
 
motivating and relevant content. At the heart of environmental education is
 
interdependence, whereby,everything is connected in some way. This
 
connectedness can be applied to self, peers,school, home and community,
 




Source: Stoner,D.K.(1990), Student dropout prevention: teacher in-service
 
connections to environmental education. In D.C.Engleson & J. F. Disinger
 
(Eds.), Preparing Classroom Teachers to be Environmental Educators,(pp.65­
81). Ohio:The North American Association For Environmental Education.
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Addressesfor AdditionalInformation and Material
 
Project WILD and Prolect WILD Aquatic,for grades K-12.inservice
 




Project Learning Tree,for K-12.inservices requirement. Contact: Project
 




For other NatureScope issues and environmental education materials
 







NatureScone's Wading Into Wetlands
 
Sample Agenda 1 hour 
Activity Approximate Time Suggested 
1.Welcome,introduction to NatureScope 
(use overheads) 10minutes 
2. Walkthru NatureScope 5 minutes
 
3.Background information onissue 5minutes
 
4.Activity 1: Little Green Monsters,page 36 25 minutes
 
Activity 2: This Pitcher's a Catcher!, page60
 











^Participants can browse through
 








Little Green Monsters: This Pitcher's a Catchen
 
*copies of page 42 "copies of pitcher plant pattern,
 
*pictures of wetland plants page61
 
*construction paper "thin cardboard (file folders)
 
*scissors "cardboard(3/4"x 4"strips of paper­
*glue 3per person
 










"pictures of pitcher plants
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Background Information: NatureScone's Wading Into Wetlands
 
Wetlands are defined as habitats that at least periodically have
 
waterlogged soils or are covered with a relatively shallow layer of water.
 




Most wetlands are located in low-lying areas. Rain and runoff help to
 
keep them saturated. Some wetlands lie in places where the groundwater is
 
at or very near the surface of the ground, which means they are constantly
 
being "fed"from below. Other wetlands stay wet because they are next to
 
rivers or other bodies of water that regularly overflow their boundaries.
 
Along the coast,the tides keep many other wetlands saturated.
 
Wetlands are sometimes created with a little outside help. Beavers are
 
important wetland builders. The rivers and streams that they dam often
 




People also create wetlands. A state game and fish agency mightflood
 
an area so that waterfowl will have more places to breed. On the other hand,
 
a swamp or marsh might get its start accidentally when construction blocks
 
the natural flow of water and causes a stream to back up and overflow.
 
Wetlands provide the world a number of benefits. An easy and cheap
 
way of controlling floods is to leave wetlands in their natural state. Wetland
 
vegetation helps to slow down fast-moving water. This can reduce flooding
 
to an area. Wetlands can trap silt and other sediment due to flooding,
 
helping to protect streams,lakes,and other bodies of waterfrom a buildup of
 
sediment. It also helps protect water suppliesfrom pollutants and other
 
impurities. Wetlands serve as buffers between the winds and waves of
 
storms and the areas beyond;they are protection for farms,forests and
 
buildings that are located behind wetlands. They also bind soil and help to
 
keep it from eroding.
 
Wildlife uses wetlands as migratory stop overs and as natural
 
nurseries. About35 percent of all of the animals and plants listed as
 
threatened or endangered in the United States either live in wetlands or
 
depend on them in some way. Loss in original wetlands exceeds90%. In the
 
United States wetland areas are disappearing at the rate of300,000 acres a year.
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Children's Literature: NatureScope's Wading Into Wetlands
 
Cristini,Ermanno and Puricelli, Luigi. In The Pond. Neugebauer Press,1984.
 
In The Pond is a wordless tour of life in marshy wetlands.
 
Curran,Eileen. Life In The Pond. Troll Associates,1985.This is a primary
 
book,of a series dealing with various ecosystems.
 
Dabcovich,Lydia. Busy Beavers. Scholastic,1988. While a family of beavers
 




Isenbart. Hans-Hunrich. A Duckling Is Bom. Putnam,1981. This beautiful
 
book describes the life cycle of ducks.
 
McCloskey,Robert. Make Way For The Ducklings. Viking Press,1941.
 
Mother and father duck live in Charles River,Boston. After the ducklings
 
are hatched they move to a pond.
 
Michl, Reinhard. A Day OnThe River. Barren's, 1985. This beautifully
 
illustrated book will enhance any study of river landscapes.
 
Reed,George. Golden Guide ToPond Life. Golden Press,1967. This is one of
 
a series of handbooks for reference use.
 
Robertson,Kayo. Signs Along The River. Robert Rinehairt Inc., 1986. Readers
 
use evidence along a river to interpret actions of animals.
 
Ryder,Joanne. Under Your Feet Four Winds Press,1990. Tucked in the
 
earth or deep in a pond.Small creatures are living.
 
Turner,Ann. Heron Street. Harper&Row,Publishers,1989. A historical
 
perspective is presented which relates human development in a marsh area
 
to its effect on wildlife.
 
Williams,Terry Tempest. Between Cattails. Charles Scribner's Sons,1985.
 




White-Carlstrdm, Nancy. Goodbye Geese. Philomel Books,1991. The author
 
captures the magic of the changing seasons through metaphors and geese.
 
 Correlations; NatureScope's "Wading Into Wetlands."
 






























Changing With the Tide(grades3-8)
 
Hidden in the Marsh(grades3-5)
 
How doecosystemschange?	 Gator Hole Graphics(grades6-8) Migration Headache(grades4-12)
 
Whatare the responsibilities ofhumanstoward From Marsh to Marina(grades3-8) Dragonfly Pond(grades4-12)
 




What's Your Wetland LQ.?(grades 3-8)
 
How doesenergy flow within an ecosystem?	 Marsh Munchers(grades3-6)
 













Sample Agenda 1 hour
 
Activity Approximate Time Suggested
 








3.Background information onissue 5minutes
 
4. Activity 1: Feet Are Neat,page 28 25 minutes
 
Activity 2:Bird Behavior Bingo,page44
 





















Feet are Neat: Bird Behavior Bingo:
 
copies of page 39 *copies of page47
 








markers or crayons glue
 







Birds are vertebrate animals;and they belong to a special group(class)
 
of the vertebrates called Aves.
 
About 160 million years ago birds evolved from ancient reptiles,
 
keeping many reptilian characteristics such as egg laying, partially hollow
 
bones,similar types of skulls and ear bones,and scales covering parts of their
 
bodies. But as birds evolved,they also became very differentfrom reptiles.
 
The scales that covered their bodies became flatter and longer,evolving into
 
feathers. Birds also developed horny beaks but kept reptile-like scales on their
 
legs and feet. In addition,their forelimbs gradually evolved into wings.
 
Feathers help a bird to fly; they also protect a bird's sensitive sl^,just
 
as hair helps protect a mammal's skin. Some feathers are also great insulators
 
because they trap a bird's body heat. Feathersform brightly colored crests and
 
tail displays, which are important in courtship behavior.
 
All birds have wings. The wings are attached to very powerful chest
 
muscles called pectoral muscles. Bird wings are streamlined enabling them to
 
move through the air easily. The top of the wing is convex and the bottom
 
side is flat or only slightly curved. This shape gives a flying bird the needed
 
lift to get off the ground. After a bird is airborne the outer ends of the wings
 
act like propellers and rudders,helping the bird to move up,down or forward.
 
The type offlight depends on wing size and shape. Large soaring birds
 
have long,broad wings;forest birds have short,broad wings for navigating
 
through thick vegetation. Birds that are fast fliers and spend a lot of time
 
flying will have long pointed wings.
 
The structure of bird bones is very different than in mammals. Bones
 
are fused or joined together. This gives the skeleton extra strength. Bird
 
bones are hollow or partially hollow,and some have very thin braces of bone
 
inside for support. Having a very strong butlightframe allows birds to be
 
light enough to get off the ground and stay airborne, while giving them the
 




The eyesight of most birds is superior to that of other animals. They
 
possess very large eyes that can focus sharply on both nearby and distant
 




Their eyes are located in different arrangements. Most birds have
 
monocular vision with eyes located on the side of the head which can focus
 
independently of each other,enabling two different images to be seen at the
 
same time. Tliis kind of vision allows a wide field of vision. Birds with
 
binocular vision have both eyes which focus on the same image. Binocular
 
vision allows birds to judge distance, making it easier to follow movement.
 
Many birds have a keen sense of hearing, "their ears,small holes
 
covered with feathers,are located on each side of the head just below and in
 
back of the eyes. These holes lead to the middle and inner ears, which are very
 
sensitive to both high and low-pitched sounds. Birds rely on their sense of
 
38 
hearing to find prey and to detect danger. While birds have a keen sense of
 
sight and hearing, their sense of smell is poorly developed.
 
There are a wide variety of bird beaks. The type of bill that a bird has is
 
related to the kind offood it eats. Birds use their beaks to gather food,drink
 




Another adaptation found in birds is a special oil gland located just
 
above the base of the tail. This gland secretes oil which the bird rubs over its
 
feathers with its beak. The oil helps condition and clean feathers and,in some
 
cases, makes the feathers water-repellant.
 
Birds have a very efficient breathing system. They have two lungs,
 
with special air sacs attached to each one. The air sacs spread into different
 
parts ofthe bird's body allowing a bird to store more air, push more air
 
through the lungs,and bring more oxygen to the cells.
 
When eating, a bird's esophagus muscles push food down the throat.
 
Atthe bottom of the esophagus is a large sac called a crop. The crop stores
 
undigested food before it enters the stomach. This adaptation permits a bird to
 
eat extra food,store it in the crop,and slowly digest it later. Once thefood
 
passes from the crop to the stomach,acids are secreted to help in digestion.
 
The partially digested food passes to the gizzard. Birds use their gizzard as
 
other animals use their teeth to crush and grind hard nuts,seeds and other
 
food. Many seed-eating birds swallow small stones to aid in the grinding
 
process in the gizzard.
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Children's Literature:NatureScope's Birds, Birds, Birds!
 
Baylor,Byrd. Hawk.I'm Your Brother. Aladdin Books,1986. A boy wants to
 
fly;everyone tells him people don't fly. He captures a young hawk out of a
 
nest, takes it home,and puts it in a cage. When the boy takes the hawk out of
 
the cage he puts it on a string. Eventually the boy sets the hawk free.
 
Byars.Betsy C. The Summer OfThe Swans. Viking,1970. Sara and her ten­
year-old brother find comfort with the swans.
 
Hiller, Ruth. Chickens Aren't The Only Ones. Grosset and Dunlap,1981.
 




Lasill,Fen H.. Kiya The Gull. Addison-Westey Publishing Inc.,1969. Kiya
 




Lionni,Leo. Six Crows. Alfred A.Knopf,1988. When the scarecrow that a
 
farmer puts in his wheat field doesn't deter the crows,an owl helps the
 
farmer and the crows compromise over the right to the crop.
 
Mowat,Farley. Owls In The Family. Bantam-Skylark,1952. The prairie of
 
Saskatchewan is a wonderful place in which Billy grows up. Billy has many
 
adventures with his two owls.
 
Politi, Leo. Song of the Swallows. Macmillian Publishing Company,1948.
 
Every spring,the swallows fly to the mission in San Juan Capistrano. A
 
young boy wants some swallows to come to his house so he plants a garden.
 
The next spring a pair ofswallows choose his garden to build a nest.
 
Roever, T.M.. The Brown Pelican. Steck-Vaughn Company,1974. The life
 




Turkle,Brinton. Thy Friend. Obadiah. The Viking Press,1969. Obadiah is
 
annoyed at first when a gull follows him around. He finally discovers the
 
pleasure of friendship with the gull.
 
Yolen.lane. Owl Moon. Phelomel Books,1987. A father and his child walk
 














How do the structures ofliving
 
things perform their functions,
 
interact with each other,and
 




Whatare the relationships of
 




How are the characteristics of
 
living things passed on through
 






Whatare ecosystemsand how do
 
organisms interact in ecosystems?
 






























































Blue Ribbon Niche(grades5-12) Webof Life(grades4-6)
 












Correlations: NatureScooe's "Birds. Birds. Birds!." page 2 of 2.
 
Whatare the responsibilities of A Scrapbook for the Birds	 Litter WeKnow(grades4-6) Migration Headache(grades4-12)
 
No Water Offa Duck'sBack Plastic Jellyfish(grades K-12)
humanstowards ecosystems?	 (grades3-8)
 





























NatureScope's Endangered Species:Wild arid Rare
 
Sample Agenda 1 hour
 
Activity Approximate Time Suggested
 








3.Background information onissue 5minutes
 
4. Activity 1:The Rare Scare, page 15 25 minutes
 















^Participants can browse through
 








The Rare Scare: These CardsSayA Mouthful:
 






*drawmg paper crayons, markers
 







Background Information:NatureScope's Endangered Species:Wild and Rare
 
Scientists have identified and cataloged more than one and one-half
 
million plant and animal species on Earth today. By some estimates, at least
 
20 tinies as many species inhabit the planet than have presently been
 
identified. Each year we're losing many of these plant and animal species
 
even before they are discovered. It has been estimated that a minimum of 140
 
plants and animal species are condemned to extinction each day.
 
An endangered species is one that's in immediate danger of becoming
 
extinct. Its numbers are usually low and it needs protection in order to
 
survive. Threatened species are those species whose populations are not yet
 
low enough to be in immediate danger of extinction. These species are likely
 
to become endangered if the problems affecting them don't change. Extinct
 
species are no longer living.
 
Although extinction has been occurring naturally for hundreds of
 
millions of years, the current rate of extinction is unprecedented. The
 
accelerated rate of extinction is directly linked to the high rate of natural
 
resource consumption and to the exploding human population. Many of the
 
problems people cause are obvious: destruction of habitat, generating
 
pollution and buying wildlife products. Less obvious are our political and
 
economic crises that contribute to species extinction.
 
Preserving biological diversity, the variety of organisms on earth,is
 
the principle reason for making every effort to slow the rate of extinction.
 
The vitality of the Earth is reflected in the variety of its inhabitants. As we
 





Children's Literature:NatureScooe's Endangered Species:Wild and Rare
 
Blassengame, Wyatt. Wonders of Alligators and Crocodiles. Dodd,Mead,and
 




Cutchins,Judy and Johnston, Ginny. The Crocodile and The Crane. William
 
Morrow,1986. The care and breeding in zoos and other controlled
 
environments which have helped protect endangered species are reviewed.
 
Facldam, Margery. And Then There Was One. Sierra Club Books,1990. This
 
book examines the many reasons why animals become extinct.
 
May,Julian. Giant Condor of California. Creative Education Society,Inc.,
 
1972. The life cycle of the California Condor and how people have affected
 
the Condors are presented.
 
Mc Clung,Robert M.. America's Endangered Birds:Programs and People
 




Peet,Bill. Farewell to Shady Ciade. Houghton Mifflin, 1966. The animals'
 
homes are destroyed by bulldozers and they search for a new home.
 
Roever,J.M..The Brown Pelican. Steck-Vaughn Company,1974. The life
 
cycle and characteristics of the Brown Pelican,as well as its plight,are covered.
 
Seuss,Dr.(Theodore Ceisel). The Lorax. Random House,1971. This book is
 
about the Once-ler who chops down Truffula Trees and makes the
 
environment unlivable for the animals in the area.
 
Wagen,Ron. Where Can The Animals Co? Creenwillow Books,1978. The
 




Wood,F.Dorothy. The Cat Family. Harvey House Inc., 1968. The natural
 




Zoobooks. Endangered Animals. Zoobooks,February,1992. Many colorful
 






























































































































































A DayIn the Life...(grades7-9)
 

































Activity 2:TreeTop Traffic,page 36
 










*Participants can browse through
 

















































Background Information:NatureScope's Trees Are Terrific!
 
Trees provide homes and food for wildlife, help prevent soil erosion.
 
and even act a5 "water filters" in many natural communities. They are also a
 
big part of pecpie's lives in more ways than most of us realize,
 
It's hard to define a tree. Trees share similar characteristics but there
 
are exceptions that don't fit a nice, neat definition. Trees differ from other
 
types of plants Most trees grow much taller; woody roots,trunks and Umbs
 
provide the physical support that allows them to grow tall.
 
Trees li^[e longer than most other plants. For example,Bristlecone
 
Pines can live for over 4000 years.
 
Trees come in different shapes and sizes. Worldwide there are 20,000
 
different species of trees and over 800 grow in North America.
 
Trees are classified into two main plant groups: Gymnosperms and
 
Angiosperms. Gymnosperms are plants that have seeds which are not
 
enclosed in a flower and do not produce the true flowers or fruit later.
 
Conifers are the most common types of Gymnosperms. Angiosperms are the
 
only types of plants that have true flowers and bear their seeds in fruits.
 
"There are deciduous and evergreen trees. Deciduous trees are trees that
 
lose all of their leaves every year. Evergreen trees do not lose all their leaves
 
at one time. Instead they replace only a few leaves a year.
 
Trees could not survive without water. Trees need water for several
 
reasons:a large percentage of each cell is made up of water;water pressure
 
helps the leaf's cells maintain the leaf's shape; water is used for
 
photosynthesis to make sugar;and water carries dissolved sugars down
 
through the tree parts.
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Children's Literature: NatureScope's Trees Are Terrific!
 
Arnoskey,Jim. In the Forest. Lothrop,Lee and Shepard Books,1989. This
 
wonderfully il ustrated book depicts the many environments within a forest.
 
Baker,Jeannie. Window. Greenwillow Books,1991. In this wordless picture
 
book,a mother and baby look through a window at the view of wilderness
 




Burne,David, Tree. Alfred A.Knopf,Inc.,1988. This book discusses different
 




Donahue,Mike, The Grandpa Tree. Roberts Rinehart,Inc. Publishers,1988.
 
A seed is dropped by a bird. The seed growsinto a fine strong tree. Squirrels
 
play in his branches and birds build nests. The tree grows old and needs to
 
make room,for the young trees. The Grandpa tree falls to the ground
 
making a home for rabbits and ants. This is a beautifully written story about
 
the live cycle of trees.
 
George,Jean C The Hole in the Tree. E.P. Dutton,1957. The hole in an apple
 
tree starts out being a hole for a bark beetle. Many creatures inhabit the tree
 
and finally it becomes inhabited by a family of raccoons.
 
Hiscock,Bruce. The Big Tree. Macmillian Publishing Company,1991. This is
 
the story of a magnificent sugar maple tree from its days as a seedling during
 
the American revolution to the present.
 
Rolling, Glancy Rolling. Tree in the Trail. Roughton Mifflin Company,1970.
 
A cottonwood ree watches the pageant of history along the Santa Fe Trail for
 
over two hundred years
 
Runt,Angela Elivell(retold). The Tale of Three Trees. Lion Publishing
 
Corporation,1989. This is a folktale about three trees whose wishes come true
 
in a surprising way
 
Jaspersohn, William. Row the Forest Grew. Greenwillow Books,1980. This
 
book is about a hardwood forest and how it developed.
 
Johnston,Tony,Yonder.Dual Books for Young Readers,1988. The circle of
 
life is portrayec through the importance of trees to a family.
 
Kuhn,Dwight. The Ridden Life of the Forest. Crown Publishers,1988. Using
 





Martin,Bill Jr. The Ghost Eyetree. Scholastic, 1985. The tale of two children's
 
fear of a "scary tree" is told.
 
Romanova, Natalia. Once There Was A Tree. Dial, 1985. This is a Russian
 
tale about a tree stump that attracts many living creatures who all believe the
 
tree belongs to them.
 
Rose,Deborah Lee. The People Who Hugged the Trees. Roberts Rinchart,
 
1990. In this folktale of the Chipko a young girl in India grows up to lead her
 
village in saving a forest.
 
Ryder,Joanne. Hello Tree. Lodestar Books,1991. This book invites the
 
reader to find their own special tree. It explores the many wonderful things
 
associated with having a special tree.
 
Seuss,Dr.(Theordore,Geisel). The Lorax.Random House,1971. This book is
 
about the Once-ler who chopped down Truffula Trees. His business not only
 
destroys all the trees but makes the environment unlivable.
 
Silverstein,Shel. The Giving Tree. Harper and Row,1964. A tree and a
 
young boy become friends. As the boy becomes older he uses the tree's
 
resources. In the end the tree and the man are happy.
 
Udry,Janice. A Tree Is Nice. Harper Junior Books,1956. This story tells
 
simply and beautifully why a tree is nice.
 
Van Allsburg, Chris. lust A Dream.Houghton Mifflin Company,1990.
 
Walter is a young boy who is not an environmentally enlightened
 
individual. One night while in bed Walter visits a future in which the
 
environment is destroyed. When Walter returns to the present, his
 
environmental attitude has changed.
 










How do the structures ofliving
 
things perform their functions,
 
interact with each otherand
 
contribute to the maintenance and
 



















































We All Need Forestis(grades K-5)
 
Project WILD




















































Correlations: NatureScope's "Trees are Terrific!," page 2 of 3.
 
















How are the characteristics of
 


































































































































Correlations: NatureScope's "Trees axe Terrific!," page 3 of 3.
 
How doecosystemschange? Hidden Colors(grades3-8) Forestin a Jar(gradesK-6) Signs of Fall(grades K-3)
 





















NatureScope's Amazing Mammals,Part I
 
Sample Agenda 1 hour
 
Activity Approximate Time Suggested
 








3.Background information ohissue 5minutes
 



















-*Participants can browse through
 










*several different scents (vanilla, copies of page59&60
 
peppermint,lemon maple) magazines & newspaper
 
*empty film canisters(one for every crayons or markers
 







Background Information: NatureScooe's Amazing Mammals,Part I
 
Mammals belong to a large group of vertebrates called Mammalia.
 
Mammals have a bony backbone called vertebrate column and a cranium,a
 
hard case made of bone or cartilage that surrounds the brain.
 
Mammals are warm-blooded. This enables them to be active in a wide
 
range of temperature. Warm-blooded animals burn a lot of fuel and this is
 
why mammals consume great amounts of food. Female mammals nurse
 
their young with milk. Most mammal babies suck the milk from their
 
mother's nipple. Some mammals such as platypuses, don't have nipples;
 




Mammals are covered with skin. Usually the skin is very thin and
 
soft. Elephants and rhinos are exceptions to that characteristic. Mammal skin
 
is loaded with different kinds of glands: mammary glands produce milk;oil
 
glands produce oil;sweat glands produce sweat;and scent glands produce
 
substances for communication and defense(such as skunks). All mammals
 
have mammary glands,but not all mammals have oil, sweat or scent glands.
 
Hair is found only on mammals. Most mammals have hair; however
 
there are a few who do not.
 
Mammals have keen senses. For many mammals,smell is an
 




The sense of sight is highly developed for many mammals. Most
 
mammals have outer ears to help catch sound waves. Humans,apes and
 
other primates hold the record for the best mammal eyesight during the day.
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Children's Literature: NatureScooe's Amazing Mammals,PartI
 
Barrett, Judi. Animals Should Definitely Not Wear Clothing. Macmillan
 
Publishing Company,1970. This is a humorous book that gives a number of
 
reasons why animals should not wear clothes.
 
Brockman,Alfred. Wild Animals. Rourke Enterprises,Inc., 1986. This book
 
contains numerous facts about animals.
 
Dabcovich,Lydia. Busy Beavers. Scholastic,1988. While a family of beavers
 




Kellogg,Steven. CanIKeep Him? Dial Book,1971. A young boy brings home
 
a dog and cat. His mother will not let him keep them. He then pretends to
 




Martin,Bill J.. Brown Bear.Brown Bear. WhatDo You See?. Holt.1983. A
 
patterned rhyme provides for observation of colors and animals.
 
McCloskey, Robert. Blueberries for Sal.The Viking Press,1948. How mothers
 
care for their babies is portrayed.
 
Feet,Bill. Farewell to Shady Glade. Houghton Mifflin, 1966. The animals'
 
homes are destroyed by bulldozers and they search for a new home.
 
Taylor,Theodore. The Hostage.Delcarte Press/ New York,1987. The Tubbs
 
family catches a killer whale which they can sell for $100,000. Jamie develops
 
a relationship with the whale and has to decide between the family's needs
 
and those of the whale.
 
Voirst, Judith. The Tenth Good Thing About Barney. Athenuem,1971.
 
Barney the cat died. The tenth good thing about Barney is that he is in the
 
ground and will help the plants grow.
 
Wagen. Ron. Where Can the Animals Go?. Greenwillow Books. 1978. As
 
animals in Africa migrate in search of grass and water,it becomes more
 
difficult for them to find a place where people don't live.
 
Ward,Lynn.The Biggest Bear.Houghton,1972. A boy adopts an orphaned
 
bear and faces difficulties as the bears grows up.
 
Wood,F.Dorothy.The Cat Family. Harvey House Inc., 1968. This book tells
 
the story of the mountain lion as a kind of cat. It also moves on to other
 
kinds of cats: bobcat,lynx,jaguar,ocelot,tiger and leopard.
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Zoobooks. Endangered Animals.Zoobooks,February,1992. This book
 
addresses the issue of how endangered species need our help.
 










How dothe structures of
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Whatare the relationships of
 
living things and how are
 














































































































Correlations: NatureScope's"Amazing Mammals,Part I," page 2 of 3.
 




How are the characteristics of
 



















































































 Correlations: NatureScooe's"Amazing Mammals,Part I," page 3 of 3.
 
Whatare ecosystems,and Mammal Safari(grades K-8)
 























































































































3.Background information on issue
 














*Participants can browse through
 










*copies of page 16&17
 








*enlarged copy of rainfall, humidity
 
and temperature representative of
 


























*toilet paper rolls(one per person)
 













Background Information: NatureScone's Rain Forests:Tropical Treasure
 
A forest is a large area ofland that is covered with trees. But,it's much
 
more than just that. A forest is a growing,changing community made up of
 




A tropical rain forest is a forest that has broad-leaved trees such as oaks,
 
rriaples, birches and palms. Tropical rain forests grow near the equator where
 
temperatures are warm year round and there is lots of rain(average rainfall is
 
400 centimeters a year).
 
Rain forests cover only a tiny part of the earth's surface (less than 2%)
 
but they are home to half the Earth's species of plant and animals. The plant
 
and animal life is richer and more diverse than in any other forest on Earth.
 
There are three predominant areas of rain forests. The largest one is
 
the Amazon River in South America. Next is the Congo River Basin in
 
Africa,and lastly the rain forests of Southeast Asia.
 
The climate of a rain forest is hot and moist throughout the year. The
 
high temperature and moisture are ideal for decomposer organisms. Organic
 
matter that falls to the forest floor is quickly decomposed. 'The minerals
 
released by decomposition &re rapidly taken up again by plants,and so almost
 
all the nutrients of the forest are locked within the bodies of living
 
organisms. Thus the nutritional wealth is in the plants, not in the soil.
 
There are three layers of the rain forest,each with its own type of
 
animals. The three layers are: canopy,xmderstory and forest floor.
 
The canopy gets the most light. It contains branches and leaves of the
 
tallest trees. Most of the photosynthesis takes place here, making it the food
 
factory of the forest. Some animals of this level are the toucan,spider
 
monkey,two-toed sloth and howler monkey. For the larger animals this
 




The understory has much shorter trees and shrubs. Animals of this
 
level include the jaguar, marqay,tapir, anaconda,ocelot and emerald tree boa.
 
The forest floor contains ferns, grasses, wildflowers,logs,leaves,lichen
 
and mosses. It is dark and damp on the floor of the forest. In this level you
 




Within the forest itself there are groups of animals that have specific
 
jobs to do. They are a part of the forest's food chain. The food chain is made
 
up of three groups: producers,consumers and decomposers.
 
The animals of the rain forest are abundant. Many are striking and
 
colorful; yetfew can be seen. The main reason for this is that a large
 
proportion of the animals(including birds)live in the trees and rarely come
 
down to ground level. Another reason is that many of the animals are
 
nocturnal and are only active at night.
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Many of the plants and animals that live in the rain forests can't live
 
anywhere else. The special wOrld of the rain forest is their only habitat.
 










How dothe structures of
 
living things perform the
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Correlations: NatureScope's "Rain Forests: Tropical Treasures," page 2 of 3.
 






























































































































Correlations: NatureScope's"Rain Forests: Tropical Treasures," page 3 of 3.
 
Whatare the responsiblities YouCan Help!(gradesK-8) Animal Poetry(grades4-7) Maple Mallets and Ash Bats 
of humans toward Why Save Rain Forests? ThePower ofaSong (gradesK-6) 
ecosystems? (grades3-8) (grades6-12) MakeYour OwnPaper 
Issues and Answers Too Close For Comfort (grades4-6) 
(grades6-8) (gradesK-7) Did You Ever Eata Pine 
Shrinking Habitat Tree(gradesK-6) 

























One Hour Workshop for a NatureScope Issue
 
A<ztivity	 Approximate Time Suggested
 










3.Background informalion on issue	 Sminutes
 
















*Participants can hro^^ se through
 









Two Hour Workshop for Two NatureScope Issues
 
Activity Approximate Time Suggested
 




























9.Opportunityfor participants to browse
 









Thank you for participating in a NatureScope workshop. The sponsors and
 
presenters on this workshop would like to ask your assistance in providing
 
the following information. Your responses will help us evaluate the
 










3. Circle the letter of the most appropriate response to the following:
 
(a)Elementary teacher (e)Curriculum specialist
 
(b)Middle school teacher (f)Preservice teacher
 
(c)High school teacher (g)Other: ■ 
(d)Principal
 
4. Grade Level or Subject taught:.
 
Very Useful Somewhat useful Not useful
 
5. Usefulness of the activities: 5 4 3 2 1 
(please circle number) 
Usefulness of correlations: 5 4 3 2 1 












(e)one of the worst I've attended
 


















Creative activity series developed
 


































































[Miller bill] requires environmental
 
education be taught in appropriate
 

















































































NatureScope offers many activities that can be done in the out-of­
doors. Listed below are the names of these activities and the issue in which
 




Endangered Species;Wild and Rare
 
The Rare Scare(Branching Out:Picky Eaters), page 10
 
Sizing Up Reserves(Branching Out: Measure the Difference), page 30
 














Bird Behavior Bingo, page 44
 
Watch the Birdie, page 52
 






Nose Know-How(Sniffing Out the Trail), page 9
 
The Vertebrate Grab Game,page 13
 
Milk is Amazing!(Branching Out:A Trip To the Dairy), page 29
 
Mammals on the Move(Branching Out: Find Your Partner), page 39
 
Mammal Safari, page 40
 
Habitats for Sale(Branching Out:Habitat Sketches),page43
 














Get to Know a Tree,page 31
 
Maple Seed Makeup,page 32
 
A Rottin'Place to Live, page 41
 











Bat and Moth,page 35
 




Little Kid's Scavenger Hunt,page6
 
Observe an Insect,page 10
 




Dipping for Aquatic Insects,page 30
 




Watch for Walking Sticks, page 37
 
















Tons of Trash(Part 2:Surveys and Scenarios),page 25
 




Call of the Wild(Part 2:Out at Night),page 26
 








Sunrise, Sunset(Branching Out: A Demonstration), page 30
 






















Number of Districts Represented: 9_
 
Number of Schools Represented: 10
 




Enter the number of responses in each category for the job indicated:
 
Elementary teacher 13 Curriculum
 
Middle School 1 Preservice Teacher__
 




Enter the number of responses in each category:
 
^ K 1 1 2 2 3 2 4
 












_1 _2 1 3 6 4 8 5
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question "Compared
 
to other training sessions... ?"
 
4 a _9 b c d _e
 
Enter the number of responses in each categoiy for the question"After
 



























Number of Districts Represented: 16
 
Number of Schools Represented: 28
 




Enter the number of responses in each category for the job indicated:
 
Elementary teacher 29 Curriculum 1 
Middle School 1 Pfeservice Teacher 
High School Teacher Other 
Principal_ 
Enter the number of responses in each category:
 
I K 1 1 3 2 6 3 3 4
 













1 2 8 3 11 4 9 5
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question "Compared
 
to other training sessions... ?"
 
2 a 8 b 20 c d . e
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question"After
 
completing the workshop do you feel comfortable... ?"
 






-good workshop for short amount of time
 
-I've never seen NatureScope. neat!
 
-Literature list, correlations excellent
 















Total Number Participants: 18
 
Number of Districts Represented: 9
 
Number of Schools Represented: 12_
 




Enter the number of responses in each category for the job indicated:
 
Elementary teacher 13 Curriculum 
Middle School Preservice Teacher_ 
High School Teacher Other 
Principal 
Enter the number of responses in each category:
 
1 K 1 1 1 2 11 3 11 4
 












_1 2 3 5 4 8 5
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question"Compared
 
to other training sessions... ?"
 
5 a 7 b 1 c _d e
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question"After
 






















Total Number Participants: 40
 
Number of Districts Represented:
 
Number of Schools Represented: 17
 




Enter the number of responses in each category for the job indicated:
 
Elementary teacher 25 Curriculum 
Middle School 11 Preservice Teacher 1 
High School Teacher Other 1 
Principal 
Enter the number of responses in each category:
 
2 K 5 1 4 2 3 3 4 4
 












1 _.2 3 _5 4 18 5
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question "Compared
 
to other training sessions... ?"
 
6 a 17 b 2 c d e
 
Enter the number of responses in each category for the question"After
 
completing the workshop do you feel comfortable... ?"
 




-How about a 1-1/2 hour workshop?
 
-Excellent presentation, good activities
 
-Already have NatureScope series, good!
 
-Excellent and easy to adapt to K grade level
 
-Great art projects
 
